
harbor point condo
155 N Harbor Dr. , Unit #307 , Chicago, IL



project overview
₪ Single male, architect. Fell in 

love with the location and 

architectural style of the building. 

Unhappy with the 1970s-style 

kitchen and restricted floor plan of 

the condo.

₪ Wants to take advantage of 

the breathtaking view of the city 

and entertain guests in an open & 

contemporary space.



design concept

₪ Removing the unattractive walls and reconfiguring the layout of the condo will allow 

the client to take in the spectacular view of Navy Pier and Lake Michigan while 

navigating within the space. The dark wood floors throughout the condo are balanced 

by the light walls and ceiling. In the kitchen, glossy white cabinets and countertop 

create a clean & bright atmosphere, while the stainless steel appliances & chrome 

hardware become the perfect contemporary touches the client is looking for. The 

faux brick backsplash and faux brick façade on the columns gives on the impression 

of being in a classic Chicago-style loft. The greys, blues, and various wood tones 

found in the living room, office nook, and guest room are factors in providing the 

client a cozy and relaxing oasis in the center of the very energetic city.
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inspiration



material & finishes schedule



materials & finishes



kitchen elevations

Above: East kitchen wall

Right: South kitchen wall



kitchen cabinets

Merillat Tolani cabinets, Amerock drawer pull, and Caesarstone Quartz countertop



kitchen appliances

Viking appliances and Moen sink + faucet



with schedules & coded plans

furniture plans
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lindsey perri

concept & design by


